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1 Introduction

Control charts are widely used for monitoring process and quality improvement (see
Montgomery, 2004). Most statistical process control techniques assume that consec-
utive observations from a process are independent and identically distributed (i.i.d)
over time. However, with the development of high sampling frequency in the data
collection, observations are more likely to be autocorrelated. The run length, RL,
properties of traditional control charts, like Shewhart, CUSUM and EWMA, are
strongly degraded by data autocorrelation. Thus, there has been a burst of research
in recent years on designing procedures for handling autocorrelation. Assuming that
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the underlying time series model is known, two main approaches have emerged. In
the first, the original data are directly monitored using a standard control chart
whose control limits are adjusted to account for the autocorrelation (Vasilopoulos
and Stamboulis, 1978; Yashchin, 1993; Schimd and Schöne, 1997; Runger, 2002). The
second approach consists of monitoring the forecast errors (residuals) to identify un-
usual observations. When the time-series model is correctly specified, the residuals
are i.i.d with mean zero for an in-control, IC, process. Consequently, it is possi-
ble to use traditional control schemes with well-understood run length properties
(Alwan and Roberts, 1988; Harris and Ross, 1991; Montgomery and Mastrangelo,
1991; Wardell et al., 1994; Runger and Willemain, 1995; Runger et al., 1995; Lu and
Reynolds, 1999a,b; Apley and Shi, 1999; Shu et al., 2002).

As mentioned above, both approaches rely on accurate process model knowledge.
In practice, the structure of dependence and/or the time-series parameters have to
be estimated on the basis of n observations from an IC process. The typical design
procedure consists of controlling the false alarm rate. In the presence of modeling
errors, the rate of incorrect signals is a random variable, being a function of the esti-
mated model parameters. Thus, if the fitted model is inaccurate, the control limits
of the modified and residual control schemes will fail to provide the desidered run
length properties. Indeed, much of the recent research, that investigates the impact
of estimation error, shows that even small errors in parameter estimates can signifi-
cantly alter the RL characteristics (Adams and Tzeng, 1998; Boyles, 2000; Kramer
and Schmid, 2000; Apley, 2002; Apley and Lee, 2003; Testik, 2005; Jensen et al.,
2006). Further, the identification of an appropriate time-series model is sometimes
difficult and requires skill obtained by experience.

Although the adverse impact of model uncertainty on the run length performance
is well documented, only a few studies suggest practical guidelines to tackle this issue.
A significant contribution to a robust design for dependent data is the pioneering
work of Apley (2002) which provided a design method of the EWMA chart for
ARMA processes. Since the proposed control limits are a function of the covariance
matrix of the ARMA parameter estimates, the resulting chart is robust to parameter
modeling errors. Apley and Lee (2003) also derived an approximate upper one-sided
confidence interval for the standard deviation of the EWMA control statistic which
can be used to widen the control limits by an aumont that depends on the level
of model uncertainty and on how conservative the design practitioner is. Testik
(2005), following an approach similar to Apley (2002), suggests another method to
widen the residual EWMA control limits for a stationary first order autoregressive
process. As a result of incorporating parameter uncertainty, all these control limit
are wider than the standard control limits used when models are assumed perfect.
Hence, such approaches clearly give some protection against an unacceptably rate
of false alarms together with a certain amount of decrease in the EWMA out-of-
control performance, as is the case with the more conservative procedure proposed
by Apley and Lee (2003). Two drawbacks characterize these methods. First, a key
step of these approaches consists on writing the residual EWMA control statistic
as the output of a filter linear applied to an ARMA process. Then, approximated
closed form expressions for the standard deviation of the EWMA chart statistic are
used to derive the control charts limits. Hence, the designing procedure strictly
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depends on the EWMA chart characteristics and it is not obvious how to extend it
to other control charts. Second, only estimation errors are considered assuming a
complete knowledge of model structure. However, in practical situations, the order
of the model is often unknown and the combined effect of model misspecification
and parameter estimation should be addressed in designing and setting up control
charts (Jensen et al., 2006).

This paper explores a general designing procedure for residual-based control
charts in the presence of model uncertainty. This procedure is based on the very
mild assumption that the true underlying process allows an autoregressive represen-
tation of order infinity with gaussian innovations. A design approach based on the
AR−sieve bootstrap algorithm (Bühlmann, 1998a,b, 2002; Alonso et al., 2002, 2003)
is used to take into account the effects of modeling errors. The control limits are
computed via stochastic approximation (Ruppert, 1991; Kushner and Yin, 2003) so
that a given constraint on the random false alarm rate is satisfied. The proposed de-
signing procedure is illustrated for three control charts: the Generalized Likelihood
Ratio, GLR (Willsky and Jones, 1976; Basseville and Nikiforov, 1993; Superville and
Adams, 1994; Siegmund and Venkatraman, 1995; Apley and Shi, 1999; Lai, 2001)
and the traditional CUSUM and EWMA. We also compare the bootstrap control
limits to the control limits suggested by Apley (2002), Apley and Lee (2003) and
Testik (2005) for a residual EWMA control chart.

2 Framework

Assume that, when a system is under control, observations are generated by a Gaus-
sian stationary process, xt, that allows an autoregressive representation of order
infinity, AR(∞),

xt − µ =
∞∑
j=1

φj(xt−j − µ) + εt, t ∈ Z,

where µ = E(xt), φj are parameters such that
∑

j φ
2
j < ∞ and εt is an i.i.d. inno-

vation sequence following a Gaussian distribution with E(εt) = 0 and E(ε2t ) = σ2.
This class of models includes stationary and invertible autoregressive moving av-
erage models. We will denote with β the infinite dimensional parameter vector
(µ, σ, φ1, φ2, . . .). Observe that β completely determines the process probability dis-
tribution.

Suppose that a persistent shift in the mean occurs at some unknown time τ .
Thus, the process data to be monitored are given by

yt =
{
xt if t < τ
xt + δ if t ≥ τ

Other types of deviations, such as transient shifts or linear drifts, can also be
considered.

Let

ŷt(β) =
{
µ if t = 1
E(yt|yt−1, . . . , y1) if t > 1
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be the best mean-squared predictor of yt based upon yt−1, . . . , y1 and

v2
t = E[(yt − ŷt)2]

the mean-squared prediction error computed under the hypothesis that t < τ , i.e.,
assuming that the process is IC at time t. Since yt is Gaussian, the best predictor
is linear and ŷt(β) and v2

t (β) can be computed by either the Durbin-Levinson or the
innovation algorithms and, when 1 −

∑
j φjz

j is rational in z, by using a Kalman
filter approach (Brockwell and Davies, 1996).

Residuals control charts are based on the standardized one-step prediction errors

at(β) =
yt − ŷt(β)
vt(β)

= x̃t + δf̃τ (t), t = 1, 2, . . .

where x̃t and f̃τ (t) are the outputs of linear filter defining at(β), when the input is
xt and µ + 1, respectively. Since the sequence x̃t comprises the standardized one-
step prediction errors of the x process, the x̃t’s are i.i.d. random variables from
a standard normal distribution. Hence, when the model is perfectly known, the
residuals are normal and uncorrelated with a time-varying mean δf̃τ (t). The value
of f̃τ (t), the so called fault signature, depends upon the autocorrelation structure of
the data, but always f̃τ (t) = 0 when t < τ .

A residual-based control chart can be summarized as follows: (i) at time t =
1, 2, . . ., a control statistic gt(β) = gt[at(β), . . . , a1(β)] is calculated from the process
data; (ii) an out of control situation is signalled if gt(β) > h, where h is the control
limit.

In particular, windowed limited GLR, CUSUM, and EWMA control charts are
based on the statistics

gt(β) = max
j=0,...,M−1

|Tj(t)| where Tj(t) =
∑j

i=0 at−i(β)f̃t−j(t− i)√∑j−1
i=0 f̃

2
t−j(t− i)

, (GLR)

gt(β) = max(u−t (β), u+
t (β)) (CUSUM)

where

u−t (β) = max(0, u−t−1(β)− at(β)− k), u+
t (β) = max(0, u+

t−1(β) + at(β)− k)

with u−0 (β) = u+
0 (β) = 0, and

gt(β) = |ut(β)|
√

2− λ
λ

where ut(β) = ut−1(β) + λ[at(β)− ut−1(β)], (EWMA)

with u0(β) = 0, respectively. Here, M ∈ N , k > 0 and λ ∈ (0, 1] are suitable
constants.

The run-length of a residuals chart can be formally expressed by the stopping
rule

RL = inf{t : gt(β) > h}
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Let G(·;β, τ, δ, h) be the distribution function of the RL, i.e., G(rl;β, τ, δ, h) =
P (RL ≤ rl). In the following, we refer to G0(·;β, h) = G(·;β,∞, 0, h) as the in-
control distribution function. When β is known without errors, the IC run-length
distribution is completely known. This makes it easy to choose an appropriate
value for the critical limit h fixing, in some way, the false alarm rate. The classical
approach consists of determining h such that the IC average run length of the
scheme, ARL0, is equal to a prescribed high value. In passing, observe that, for
traditional charts, like CUSUM and EWMA, the in-control run length distribution
doesn’t depend upon β and is equal to that of the i.i.d. context. Furthermore,
the study of G(·;β, τ, δ, h), for some values of τ and δ, can be used to choose the
other control charts constants, e.g. M , k and λ for the three charts described in the
previous paragraph.

3 The effects of modelling errors

In practice, the time series model is rarely known. The standard approach consists of
identifying the model from n in-control data, y1, . . . , yn, and obtaining an estimate
of β, denoted by β̂n. Then, the control charts use the estimated residuals at(β̂n)
instead of the true residuals at(β). Let Hn(·;β, τ, δ, h) be the run-length distribution
of the resulting charts. Observe that Hn depends implicitly on the method used to
estimate the parameters. Due to the differences between β and β̂n, the at(β̂n) are
neither independent nor indentically distributed. Hence, Hn(·;β, τ, δ, h) is not equal
to G(·;β, τ, δ, h), at least when n is finite. A naive and rather standard designing
procedure neglects the fact that the model is estimated and designs control charts
under the assumption of a perfect model, i.e. β̂n = β. Following this procedure
the run-length distribution of the chart with estimated parameters is assumed to
be equal to G(·, β̂n, τ, δ, h). Unfortunately, previous research shows that this naive
approach can lead to a false alarm rate that is much higher than desired, even when
substantial sample sizes are used.

In the following, a related example is used to illustrate why alternative measures
to the ARL should be used when the known parameters are replaced with estimates.
Suppose that a GLR, a CUSUM , and an EWMA control chart, designed to give
an in-control ARL of 1000 in the i.i.d. case, are applied to the forecast residuals
from the AR(1) model xt = 0.75xt−1 + εt, where εt ∼ N(0, 1). Tables 1, 2, and 3
give moments and quantiles of the corresponding in-control run-length distributions,
estimated using 100000 Monte Carlo replicates. Dealing with time series modeling
three cases will be distinguished:
A. the underlying time series model is known a priori ;
B. the model order is specified, but process parameters are unknown. The unknown

parameters must be estimated from an in-control reference sample of size n. In
particular, we make use of Burg’s estimation method (Brockwell and Davies,
1996).

C. both the model order and time series parameters are unknown. Here, we apply
the AICc criterion (Burnham and Anderson, 2002) to select the order of the
model while the other parameters of interest are estimated as in case B. In the
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Table 1: Performance of a GLR control chart (M = 20 and h = 3.6751) when the
underlying process is xt = 0.75xt−1+εt. ARL0, σRL0 and Qp denote the average, the
standard deviation and the p−th quantile of the in-control run-length distribution.

A: completely B: partially known model C: completely unknown model
known model n = 100 n = 200 n = 300 n = 100 n = 200 n = 300

Q0.01 16 6 9 11 5 9 10
Q0.05 57 18 29 35 15 25 32
Q0.10 110 33 55 68 26 47 59
Q0.25 292 94 152 184 71 127 162
Q0.50 695 286 422 490 219 357 433
Q0.75 1383 865 1070 1159 677 924 1036
Q0.90 2293 2315 2358 2358 1862 2069 2131
Q0.95 2978 4126 3728 3530 3390 3294 3206
Q0.99 4590 12139 8441 7217 10231 7597 6632
ARL0 999.17 1053.12 987.65 981.67 864.44 865.03 886.08
σRL0 993.78 3504.77 1877.72 1531.18 3166.39 1700.59 1421.71

following, the value of the maximum order is fixed at 10 log10(n).
Under the assumption that there are no modeling errors, case A, the residuals are
i.i.d. and the standard control limits provide the desired ARL0. With model un-
certainty, cases B and C, the residuals are autocorrelated and the same value of
h may fail to provide the specified ARL0. For n = 100, for both cases B and C,
the 10-th and 50-th quantiles of the run-length distribution are roughly one-fourth
and one-third as those of the distribution with known parameters. However, the
99-th quantiles are from two to five times larger than in the parameters known case.
Although the GLR test seems to be less affected by the modeling uncertainty, in all
cases the estimated in-control run length distribution, appears to be shifted to the
left (lower values) as result of a large percent of earlier false alarms. This increased
rate of shorter runs between alarm signals is not captured by the expected value of
the run length that is affected by the presence of a few extremely long runs.

Since the ARL is not able to reflect the whole run-length performance, it may be
interesting to investigate alternative measures of the control chart sensitivity in the
presence of model uncertainty. A reasonable criterion might consist of determining
the control limit h so that the probability of a false alarm within some specified
value, N0, is equal to p0

H0,n(N0;β, h) = P (RL ≤ N0) = p0 (1)

where H0,n(·;β, h) = Hn(·;β,∞, 0, h) is the in-control distribution. For instance,
with N0 = 200 and p0 = 0.20, the design would consist of finding h such that only
one in five false alarms should be given before the 200-th observation.

Observe that as more data become available the designing procedure may be
optimized through a regular updating of the h estimate. In this case N0 may be set
equal to the time until the next update and p0 equal to an acceptable rate of false
alarms for this time interval.
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Table 2: Performance of a CUSUM control chart (k = 0.5 and h = 5.7573) when the
underlying process is xt = 0.75xt−1+εt. ARL0, σRL0 and Qp denote the average, the
standard deviation and the p−th quantile of the in-control run-length distribution.

A: completely B: partially known model C: completely unknown model
known model n = 100 n = 200 n = 300 n = 100 n = 200 n = 300

Q0.01 18 8 11 12 7 10 12
Q0.05 59 18 29 35 16 26 32
Q0.10 112 32 53 65 28 47 60
Q0.25 293 87 143 175 73 127 161
Q0.50 696 272 408 477 227 365 440
Q0.75 1384 909 1128 1210 753 1010 1117
Q0.90 2290 2893 2811 2710 2435 2525 2499
Q0.95 2974 5995 4856 4361 5061 4374 4033
Q0.99 4553 23747 13648 10604 20826 12432 9852
ARL0 999.69 1686.41 1265.17 1166.58 1461.17 1152.59 1079.95
σRL0 990.03 9192.80 3628.33 2506.23 8544.90 3587.21 2311.72

Table 3: Performance of a EWMA control chart (λ = 0.1 and h = 3.0586) when the
underlying process is xt = 0.75xt−1+εt. ARL0, σRL0 and Qp denote the average, the
standard deviation and the p−th quantile of the in-control run-length distribution.

A: completely B: partially known model C: completely unknown model
known model n = 100 n = 200 n = 300 n = 100 n = 200 n = 300

Q0.01 19 8 11 13 8 11 13
Q0.05 60 19 29 35 17 27 33
Q0.10 114 33 52 65 28 48 60
Q0.25 294 86 140 172 74 127 160
Q0.50 694 260 392 464 224 359 433
Q0.75 1383 843 1073 1165 726 985 1093
Q0.90 2288 2727 2694 2620 2328 2474 2463
Q0.95 2971 5818 4756 4245 4972 4367 4014
Q0.99 4567 27301 14350 10672 22710 13251 10110
ARL0 999.71 1873.26 1288.50 1151.94 1602.94 1183.93 1085.99
σRL0 989.63 12321.28 4620.76 2735.01 11059.75 4260.14 2558.53

4 An AR−sieve bootstrap design

SinceHn(·;β, τ, δ, h) is a function of the unknown parameter β, its exact computation
is not possible. However, the run length distribution function can be estimated by
using a bootstrap method for time series that is known as the AR−sieve bootstrap.
This approach is based on a sieve finite approximation that, in the present case,
consists of the following steps:

a) given a Phase I sample, y1, ....yn, identify a finite order autoregressive approx-
imation for the data-generating process. Let pn be the selected order of the
approximating model Mn and β̂n = (µ̂, σ̂, φ̂1, . . . , φ̂pn , 0, . . .), the Burg estimate
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of the corresponding parameter vector β.

Automatic criteria, such as AIC, AICc or BIC (see Shibata, 1980; Hurvich
and Tsai, 1989; Burnham and Anderson, 2002), can be used to select the model
order in a fully automatic fashion. In particular, we use the AICc criterion
(Burnham and Anderson, 2002). As previous works outline (Hurvich and Tsai,
1989; Alonso et al., 2002), this criterion is preferred because the true model
can be complex and not of finite dimension, and also because it is less affected
than other methods by changes in the maximum order considered (here fixed
at 10 log10(n));

b) use the fitted model Mn to generate pseudo-data y∗t and x∗t according to

y∗t =
{
x∗t if t < τ + n
x∗t + δ if t ≥ τ + n

, x∗t − µ̂ =
pn∑
j=1

φ̂j(x∗t−j − µ̂) + ε∗t , t = 1, 2, . . .

(2)
with ε∗t ∼ N(0, σ̂2).

In order to obtain a pseudo-stationary in-control sequence x∗t , we generate the
time series starting from t = −100 and setting x∗t = 0 when t < −100. Then
we discard the first 100 observations;

c) use the first n observations from (2), (y∗1, . . . , y
∗
n), to select the order p̂∗n of an

approximating model M∗n. Then, compute the estimates of the autoregressive
parameters β̂∗n = (µ̂∗, σ̂∗, φ̂∗1, . . . , φ̂

∗
p̂∗n
, 0, . . .), as done in step a).

Observe that for each bootstrap replicate a model M∗n is re-fitted. Since for
each replication both the autoregressive order and parameters are re-estimated,
the proposed procedure takes into account for uncertainty in the parameter
estimates as well as in the choice of an approximating order;

d) apply the control chart to the sequence of residuals, a∗n+1(β̂∗n), a∗n+2(β̂∗n), . . .,
computed from the model M∗n;

e) record the run length RL∗ = T − n, where T is the first time at which the
control chart gives an out-of-control signal;

f) repeat steps b)-e) a large number of times and use the empirical distribu-
tion of the run-lengths RL∗ to estimate the unknown distribution function
Hn(·;β, τ, δ, h).

Note that, as the number of boostrap replications goes to infinity, the empirical
distribution of the run-lengths RL∗ tends to Hn(·; β̂n, τ, δ, h) that is hence used to
estimate the unknown distribution function Hn(·;β, τ, δ, h).

Then, according to (1), a suitable value of the control limit can be obtained by
solving for h the following equation

H0,n(N0; β̂n, h) = p0 (3)

where H0,n(N0; β̂n, h) is the bootstrap estimated probability of a false alarm before
some pre-assigned value N0.
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As Yashchin (1993) pointed out, stochastic approximation may be an appropri-
ate procedure for an iterative search of the control limit able to satisfy the given
constraint on the frequency of false alarms. The main drawback which the author
himself ascribes to the considered approach is that it can be computationally de-
manding. However, our experimental results show that stochastic approximation
may be successfully used to compute the solution of equation (3) in particular when
an efficient scheme like the Polyak-Ruppert algorithm is used (see Ruppert, 1988;
Polyak, 1990; Ruppert, 1991; Polyak and Juditsky, 1992). Following this approach,
which is even simple to implement, the estimate at the s−th step of the approxima-
tion algorithm is given by

ĥs =
1

s− s0

s∑
i=s0+1

hi

where the hi values are generated by the recursion

ĥi+1 = max[0, hi +Ai−α(I(RL∗ ≤ N0)− p0)], i = 1, 2, . . .

Here, {RL∗i } are independent random variables with distribution H0,n(·; β̂n, hi), I(p)
is the indicator function which yields 1 if the proposition p is true and 0 otherwise,
h1 is an initial guess of h, while A > 0, s0 < s and 0.5 < α < 1 are suitable constants.
Practical and theoretical considerations, for instance that

E[H0,n(N0; β̂n, hs)− p0]2 ≈ p0(1− p0)
s− s0

for s sufficiently large, suggest that setting A = 3, s0 = 100, s = 10000 and α = 0.9
yields results of acceptable accuracy, at least for p0 ∈ (0.05, 0.30).

Once an estimate of h has been obtained, the study of Hn(·, β̂n, τ, δ, h), for some
values of τ and δ, could be used to choose the other control chart constants.

5 Simulation Results

A Monte Carlo simulation experiment is conducted on time series generated from
the following in-control models:
AR1 : xt = 0.75xt−1 + εt;
MA1 : xt = εt + 0.75εt−1;
MA4 : xt = εt + 0.6εt−4;
ARMA22 :xt = 1.4xt−1 − 0.5xt−2 + εt − 0.7εt−2,
with εt ∼ N(0, 1).

Observe that only AR1 is a finite order autoregressive model while the other
considered models only allow an infinite autoregressive representation.

The proposed designing procedure is here investigated for three residual-based
control charts:
C1 : a GLR chart, with M = 20;
C2 : a CUSUM , with reference value k = 0.5;
C3 : an EWMA, with λ = 0.1.
For each time series model, 2000 sequences of size n are generated under the hy-
pothesis of no shift in the process mean. From t = n + 1, 2000 pseudo-random
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continuations for each of the original sequences are simulated for both in control
and out of control conditions. In particular, for the out-of-control scenario, a shift
of two times the standard deviation of the in-control process is added to the process
mean starting at t = n+ 201.

The first n data are used to fit a suitable stochastic model and compute the naive
and the bootstrap decision interval h. In particular, if N0 = 200 and p0 = 0.20, these
two methods consist of obtaining the control limit h as solution of

G0(200; β̂n, h) = 0.2 (4)

and
H0,n(200; β̂n, h) = 0.2, (5)

respectively. Note that equation (4) assumes that the true parameters coincide with
their estimates, i.e. β = β̂n, whereas, via the AR-sieve bootstrap approach, equation
(5) is able to take into account the sampling variability in both the model order and
the parameter estimates.

Recorded the resulting run lengths, control-charts performance may be discussed
in terms of frequency of erroneous and correct signals. In particular, we here estimate
the following performance measures

i) FS(β̂n): the probability of a False Signal before t = 200;
ii) TS(β̂n): the probability of a True Signal between t = 201 and t = 220,

of residual control charts based on a∗t (β̂n). Observe that, since FS(β̂n) and TS(β̂n)
depend on β̂n, i.e. on the sample (y1, . . . , yn), the probabilities of false and true
alarms are stochastic. Thus, for evaluating the extent to which the bootstrap and
the naive procedures are able to achieve desired performances, the distribution of
these probabilities may be investigated with respect to summary values such as the
mean, standard deviation or some upper and lower percentiles.

Tables 4, 5, and 6 give the mean and standard deviation of the control limit, h,
and of FS(β̂n) and TS(β̂n), for Phase I samples of size n = 50, 100, 200 and 300.
Since each entry in the tables has been estimated using 2000 time-series and 2000
replicates of the run length for each time series, the number of simulated run lengths
for each entry is equal to 4000000. The control limit when the underlying model is
perfectly known, i.e. h∞ such that

G0(200;β, h∞) = 0.2,

is also included. All the critical values have been computed by stochastic approxi-
mation setting h1 = 3.5 for GLR and EWMA and h1 = 5 for CUSUM.

Observe that the h values determined from equations (4) and (5) attempt to
satisfy the following constraint

E[FS(β̂n)] = 0.2 (6)

on the rate of false alarms. However, while the bootstrap-based control limits ap-
proximately guarantee conditions (6), at least when n ≥ 100, the naive control limits
fail to yield the nominal rate of false alarms, i.e. p0 = 0.20. In particular, using the
naive approach, the probability of a false alarm within 200 observations is greater
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Table 4: Mean and standard deviation of the control limits (ĥ) and of the probabili-
ties of false and true alarms, FS(β̂n) and TS(β̂n), for a residual-based GLR control
chart (M = 20)

bootstrap naive
model n ĥ FS(β̂n) TS(β̂n) ĥ FS(β̂n) TS(β̂n)

AR1 50 mean 5.169 0.221 0.364 3.647 0.639 0.292
sd 0.486 0.325 0.253 0.034 0.335 0.260

100 mean 4.352 0.201 0.523 3.644 0.497 0.420
sd 0.136 0.187 0.262 0.029 0.303 0.233

200 mean 3.986 0.191 0.626 3.641 0.378 0.534
sd 0.064 0.183 0.131 0.023 0.227 0.171

300 mean 3.864 0.193 0.654 3.640 0.323 0.586
sd 0.038 0.144 0.095 0.019 0.177 0.127

∞ 3.631 0.203 0.696
MA1 50 mean 4.997 0.234 0.671 3.668 0.673 0.323

sd 0.401 0.321 0.319 0.011 0.316 0.310
100 mean 4.380 0.217 0.759 3.670 0.549 0.449

sd 0.168 0.249 0.240 0.010 0.286 0.283
200 mean 4.046 0.201 0.795 3.672 0.416 0.583

sd 0.067 0.172 0.169 0.008 0.220 0.219
300 mean 3.929 0.201 0.797 3.671 0.354 0.645

sd 0.043 0.144 0.143 0.008 0.178 0.177
∞ 3.672 0.201 0.800

MA4 50 mean 5.302 0.295 0.608 3.640 0.757 0.242
sd 0.747 0.344 0.333 0.018 0.377 0.276

100 mean 4.553 0.222 0.766 3.647 0.610 0.389
sd 0.205 0.268 0.261 0.016 0.287 0.287

200 mean 4.129 0.208 0.790 3.651 0.476 0.523
sd 0.091 0.191 0.190 0.012 0.227 0.227

300 mean 3.986 0.210 0.789 3.652 0.410 0.589
sd 0.056 0.159 0.158 0.011 0.193 0.192

∞ 3.658 0.198 0.804
ARMA22 50 mean 5.230 0.213 0.711 3.673 0.698 0.299

sd 0.407 0.311 0.304 0.028 0.314 0.309
100 mean 4.463 0.185 0.809 3.671 0.561 0.439

sd 0.136 0.233 0.229 0.021 0.283 0.282
200 mean 4.079 0.193 0.807 3.668 0.434 0.566

sd 0.061 0.176 0.175 0.017 0.221 0.221
300 mean 3.948 0.193 0.807 3.667 0.366 0.634

sd 0.042 0.141 0.141 0.015 0.184 0.184
∞ 3.667 0.199 0.805
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Table 5: Mean and standard deviation of the control limits (ĥ) and of the probabil-
ities of false and true alarms, FS(β̂n) and TS(β̂n), for a residual-based CUSUM
control chart (k = 0.5)

bootstrap naive
model n ĥ FS(β̂n) TS(β̂n) ĥ FS(β̂n) TS(β̂n)

AR1 50 mean 12.383 0.254 0.290 5.633 0.625 0.271
sd 1.440 0.341 0.251 0 0.351 0.244

100 mean 8.396 0.225 0.436 5.633 0.486 0.386
sd 0.621 0.284 0.223 0 0.318 0.221

200 mean 6.931 0.198 0.556 5.633 0.373 0.496
sd 0.261 0.207 0.153 0 0.245 0.166

300 mean 6.457 0.198 0.592 5.633 0.323 0.544
sd 0.134 0.168 0.112 0 0.199 0.128

∞ 5.633 0.200 0.661
MA1 50 mean 11.132 0.259 0.637 5.633 0.636 0.359

sd 1.085 0.339 0.340 0 0.334 0.339
100 mean 8.270 0.235 0.741 5.633 0.517 0.480

sd 0.727 0.279 0.271 0 0.264 0.310
200 mean 6.995 0.201 0.795 5.633 0.395 0.604

sd 0.285 0.200 0.197 0 0.172 0.241
300 mean 6.548 0.198 0.800 5.633 0.340 0.659

sd 0.171 0.169 0.167 0 0.134 0.199
∞ 5.633 0.199 0.799

MA4 50 mean 12.988 0.325 0.547 5.633 0.728 0.271
sd 2.730 0.366 0.305 0 0.351 0.306

100 mean 9.516 0.233 0.747 5.633 0.589 0.410
sd 0.967 0.298 0.289 0 0.279 0.304

200 mean 7.478 0.210 0.788 5.633 0.458 0.541
sd 0.421 0.210 0.216 0 0.192 0.248

300 mean 6.864 0.210 0.789 5.663 0.400 0.599
sd 0.229 0.184 0.183 0 0.152 0.214

∞ 5.633 0.199 0.797
ARMA22 50 mean 12.493 0.242 0.516 5.633 0.676 0.304

sd 1.408 0.338 0.342 0 0.332 0.307
100 mean 8.795 0.209 0.704 5.633 0.548 0.440

sd 0.699 0.272 0.254 0 0.309 0.294
200 mean 7.245 0.197 0.773 5.633 0.425 0.567

sd 0.280 0.209 0.194 0 0.245 0.236
300 mean 6.708 0.197 0.785 5.633 0.366 0.627

sd 0.169 0.171 0.160 0 0.206 0.200
∞ 5.633 0.199 0.799
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Table 6: Mean and standard deviation of the control limits (ĥ) and of the proba-
bilities of false and true alarms, FS(β̂n) and TS(β̂n), for a residual-based EWMA
control chart (λ = 0.1)

bootstrap naive
model n ĥ FS(β̂n) TS(β̂n) ĥ FS(β̂n) TS(β̂n)

AR1 50 mean 4.649 0.238 0.268 3.008 0.625 0.259
sd 0.529 0.331 0.259 0 0.348 0.234

100 mean 3.817 0.219 0.386 3.008 0.495 0.367
sd 0.159 0.277 0.217 0 0.316 0.213

200 mean 3.419 0.200 0.508 3.008 0.381 0.475
sd 0.069 0.202 0.155 0 0.242 0.163

300 mean 3.280 0.201 0.551 3.008 0.330 0.522
sd 0.038 0.169 0.117 0 0.202 0.126

∞ 3.008 0.201 0.638
MA1 50 mean 4.386 0.252 0.618 3.008 0.623 0.323

sd 0.437 0.330 0.334 0 0.337 0.328
100 mean 3.774 0.221 0.728 3.008 0.510 0.486

sd 0.190 0.271 0.261 0 0.306 0.302
200 mean 3.425 0.203 0.789 3.008 0.389 0.610

sd 0.079 0.198 0.192 0 0.238 0.237
300 mean 3.299 0.200 0.796 3.008 0.338 0.661

sd 0.051 0.169 0.167 0 0.200 0.199
∞ 3.008 0.201 0.795

MA4 50 mean 4.766 0.309 0.528 3.008 0.703 0.296
sd 0.796 0.359 0.348 0 0.319 0.316

100 mean 4.004 0.225 0.728 3.008 0.565 0.434
sd 0.238 0.292 0.280 0 0. 0.313

200 mean 3.541 0.218 0.777 3.008 0.449 0.551
sd 0.111 0.220 0.216 0 0.192 0.251

300 mean 3.389 0.211 0.786 3.008 0.388 0.611
sd 0.070 0.187 0.186 0 0.152 0.216

∞ 3.008 0.198 0.802
ARMA22 50 mean 4.672 0.232 0.497 3.008 0.636 0.339

sd 0.512 0.329 0.336 0 0.345 0.314
100 mean 3.899 0.201 0.677 3.008 0.518 0.467

sd 0.179 0.263 0.249 0 0.309 0.292
200 mean 3.484 0.195 0.760 3.008 0.402 0.587

sd 0.078 0.208 0.189 0 0.248 0.238
300 mean 3.337 0.196 0.779 3.008 0.352 0.639

sd 0.049 0.170 0.156 0 0.205 0.198
∞ 3.008 0.200 0.794
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Figure 1: Distribution of FS(β̂n) = P (1 ≤ RL ≤ 200|β̂n) and TS(β̂n) = P (201 ≤
RL ≤ 220|β̂n), for the MA1 model and n = 200.
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than 62% when n = 50, and greater than 32% when n = 300, for all the considered
control charts and time series models.

Obviously, as we pointed out, the probability of false and true signals depends on
the estimated parameters. This unavoidable variability is captured by the standard
errors of FS(β̂n) and TS(β̂n) listed in Tables 4-6. Observe that, the naive approach
mostly leads to a higher variability of the probabilities, whereas the bootstrap-based
procedure seems to provide a better robustness with respect to modeling errors.

In contrast, as the bootstrap approach uses wider control limits to account for
uncertainty in the estimated parameters, the probability of detecting a mean shift
before the 20th time step after its occurrence, conditioned on no previous false alarm,
i.e.

P (RL ≤ 220|RL > 200) =
P (RL > 200 ∩RL ≤ 220)

P (RL > 200)
=

E[TS(β̂n)]

1− E[FS(β̂n)]
(7)

will be inevitably reduced. For example, for the model AR1 and n = 200, in Table
4 the probability in (7) is roughly equal to 77% with the bootstrap and 86% with
the naive approach. This in-control versus out-of-control trade-off has been widely
discussed in the previous related literature (see Schimd and Schöne, 1997; Apley,
2002; Apley and Lee, 2003; Jones et al., 2001; Jones, 2002). However, when the costs
of frequent false alarms are also considered and the interest is in the probability of
a correct signal after the beginning of the monitoring, i.e. in the values of TS(β̂n),
on average the bootstrap approach leads to higher values of the probability to signal
real out-of-control conditions.

In order to better emphasize the impact of naive and the bootstrap procedures
on the estimated control chart performance, we graphically show the distribution of
the probabilities FS(β̂n) and TS(β̂n), when residual-control charts are designed for
the MA1 model. In particular, for a reference sample of n = 200, Figures 1(a) and
1(b) show boxplots of the probabilities FS(β̂n) and TS(β̂n), with whiskers drawn
to the 5-th and 95-th percentiles, respectively. Note that, compared to the naive
approach, the use of the resampling techniques leads, for all the residual-control
charts, to boxplots showing i) a median strictly close the nominal value p0 = 0.20,
under the in-control situation; ii) larger values of all the position values in the
out-of-control case; iii) a smaller variation under the in-control and out-of-control
scenarios.

We conclude that, for each of models AR1 through ARMA22, the bootstrap de-
signing procedure is able to guarantee the prescribed rate of false alarms when n is
as low as 100, whereas even when n = 300 the naive approach leads to a substantial
increase in the expected number of false alarms. In addition, for some specific au-
tocorrelation structure, an effective bootstrap-based scheme seems to be designable
even using n = 50. Anyway, also for this smaller value of the reference sample,
the bootstrap charts widely outperform the naive charts in getting the desired rate
of false alarms. Further, in all cases shown, the out-of control performance of the
bootstrap control scheme is at least comparable to that of the naive chart. Note
also that, since similar results have been obtained for other models and for different
choices of the constants N0 and p0 the proposed design procedure seems to have a
wide applicability.
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Table 7: Average values and root mean square errors of the residual EWMA control
limits when the underlying process is xt = 0.75xt−1 + εt; λ = 0.1 For the Apley and
Lee (2003) control limits an approximate 90% confidence interval for the standard
deviation of the EWMA control statistic is used.
n htrue Bootstrap Apley(2002) Testik(2005) Apley and Lee (2003)

100 mean 3.682 3.606 3.079 3.470 3.670
rsme 0.110 0.603 0.216 0.041

200 mean 3.341 3.329 3.045 3.335 3.497
rsme 0.037 0.296 0.020 0.157

300 mean 3.226 3.227 3.033 3.273 3.413
rsme 0.024 0.193 0.048 0.187

Although the performance comparisons of these charts is beyond the scope of
this paper, it is interesting to observe that our exercise confirms the results of Apley
and Shi (1999)) and points to a greater efficiency of the GLR chart even when the
adjusted limits are used.

Finally, we compare the bootstrap control limits with the decision interval pro-
posed by Apley (2002), Apley and Lee (2003) and Testik (2005). In order to make
possible a direct comparison, the results refer to a residual EWMA control chart de-
signed for the model AR1, under the assumption that the model order is known but
that the parameters must be estimated from a reference sample of size n. Chosen the
smoothing constant λ and a suitable constraint on the false alarm rate, the extent
to which the EWMA control limits are widened depend on the different expressions
of the estimated standard deviation of the EWMA control statistic that account for
the random variations of parameter estimates. Given λ = 0.1, let h = 3.008 be the
decision interval that satisfies the constraint P (rl ≤ 200) = 0.20 on the false alarm
rate assuming that the estimated model is perfect, i.e. as n → ∞. Table 7 shows
the averages and the root mean square errors of 2000 values control limits obtained
using the bootstrap approach and EWMA variance equations suggested by Apley
(2002), Testik (2005) and Apley and Lee (2003). Table 7 also contains the decision
interval, htrue, that satisfies the given constraint on the false alarm rate, when a
sample of size n is used. Note that a larger value of the control limit corresponds
to a lower rate of false alarms but also in a slower reaction to real changes in the
mean process. On the other hand, a smaller value of the decision interval leads to an
increase of the expected number of signals under the in-control and out-of-control
scenarios. Results show that on the whole bootstrap critical values are less biased
and performs better than the modified EWMAs suggested by Apley (2002) and
Testik (2005). As expected, the bootstrap control limits are slightly smaller than
the EWMA control limits, proposed by Apley and Lee (2003), which seem to provide
a viable but conservative approach. Thus, the proposed method seems to be robust
to parameter uncertainty, at least at a comparable level than the worst-case EWMA
design, without depending on the analytical properties of the charted statistic.
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6 Conclusions

The adverse impact of model uncertainty on the performance of residual-based con-
trol charts is well known and documented in the literature. However, a general
strategy for implementing a residual control chart, in the presence of modeling er-
rors, is still lacking.

In this paper we have investigated an AR−sieve bootstrap method for designing
residual-based control charts when the underlying time series model is unknown.

Results suggest that the proposed method is able to guarantee a prescribed rate
of false alarms for all the investigated time series model when a Phase I sample size
is as low as 100. Further, for some specific autocorrelation structure, an effective
bootstrap-based chart seems to be designable even using a reference sample of size 50.
If compared with the naive approach the bootstrap designing procedure exhibits a
much better in-control performance and at least a similar out-of-control performance.

Further, since it is based on automatic identification, it can be also used when
only a limited time series modeling experience is available.

Future research will include extension of the presented approach to other residual
control charts (e.g. charts for a joint monitoring of a process mean and a variance
and/or charts for multivariate processes) and the investigation of sieve approxima-
tions based on classes of dynamic models different from autoregressive. Finally,
it seems worth exploring a similar procedure for designing control charts for the
original correlated observations, and not, as here, for the one step ahead forecast
errors.
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